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RELATIONS BETWEEN FINSLER AND AFFINE CONNECTIONS 
L.Tamássy - B.Kis 
We consider a Finsler connection Pf» as a linear connection 
in the vertical subbundle V^8 of f ttT 8 , 0 denoting a 
differentiable manifold, X6 its tangent bundle, and «tT8 the 
total space of "CQ . of course such a Finsler connection can be 
extended in many ways to a linear connection P in T^ITC 
V. Oproiu [3] gave a way of such an extension in which the con-
nection in T H ^ G is uniquely etermined by the Finsler con-
nection. 
In this paper we investigate another way of extension using 
beside the Finsler connection a connection P in 1T6 . Moreover 
we investigate the inverse problem: given a linear connection P 
in ZHtft , when is this an extension in our above sense of a 
Finsler connection Pf* , and what is the connection P used at 
this extension. Thus we touch upon the question, when does the 
restriction to the vertical subspace VtTB of a linear connection 
P in VUT3 yield a Finsler connection 
In §1. we collect and partially supplement the notions and 
tools used in our investigations. Whitney sums and Whitney de-
compositions of connections have an important role throughout in 
our investigations. §2 deals with the extensions, and mainly with 
the mentioned inverse problem leading to a system of partial dif-
ferential equations whose integrability is also investigated. 
§1. Connections, Whitney sums and Whitney decompositions 
1. Bundles. If t-(rtlN30 is a bundle, then 4.(t-M denotes 
the total space of ? * Vtf&N is the base space oj- 1), and 
Pry & it: M —»N the projection map. Manifolds, bundles and maps 
are supposed to be of class C* throughout the paper if not 
otherwise stated. If f is map of the bundle i on the bundle 
1/ There are several slightly different definitions a Finsler 
connection. In this paper we use the above one. 
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, t hen fe i s t h e domain of *P , do**$* i . I f t h e diagram 
it f 
m 1—*. m 
PЛГ | H"? 
to* 
M »» k'fc 
is commutative ** <P and t-V denoting the map showed by the 
figure, then <P is called a bundle map. 
T M denotes the tangent bundle of the manifold M , and we 
also use the notations T M * -t-! ftf t "g„ « PrtM . The tangent 
bundle of a bundle I is T§ ~(Ttf| .TPf^ T M ) where TPrfc denotes 
the differential of the map Pf$ denoted sometimes also by dPf| . 
MlMXtr - ^ i , ^ . « 4 ) is called the vertical subbundle of T* . 
Let $ be a bundle, M a differentiable manifold, and 
Ir^M-*^! a map. If the elements oC
4
.oQ of the set OU.'V')^ 
{cC: ̂ - r | |o( is a bundle map, foot~AJ'} satisfy the property that 
there exists a bundle map 3*; dov* cCA —^dom^ for which cC4-*oCt©# 
then we say that c£t factorizes cC4 
6* will be denoted by Faci* fĉ .oQ.) • The unique element of 
the set Qil/t) factorizing every element of U(i.lr') is denoted by 
ad^Y , and Factg^acfe *r*J by Fact| << . dom a d | ̂ K is called the 
pull-back bundle of £ by ^ and we denote it by^-'i . It is 
well known that V 4 and (PT|)# il are canonically isomorphic. We 
denote it by 
A vector bundle & is the Whitney sum of the vector bundles 
J< kL # L ^ r t J.1J
1 if there exist bundle homomorphisms 
p* : i —pi^ /$. t -—-W"° (/0-4Z) satisfying the conditions: 
^ t̂ j it A7^/U * 5 
As it is well known, the sequences Q—--. il—.- k _. k l _ Q and 
O-1 s*^—-— I*1—-— I-6 O a r e short exact sequences, and the 
corresponding maps split each other. We indicate this fact by the 
diagram 
(3) obviously determines a Whitney sum, and we will give Whitney 
sums mostly in this form, and say that (3) is a dual short exact 
sequence. Let | and f be subbundles of £ such that every 
fibre of £ over an XeA-J is the direct sum of the appropriate 
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fibres of {* and I . Furthermore let f̂ t | —-r fe and 
be the natural projections and inclusions. Then (3) is a dual short 
exact sequence. In this case we write \ -* |4® |* . This is the 
classical Whitney sum of £4 and |* . - In the subsequent part of 
the paper bundles are always vector bundles. 
2. Connections. A connection l"1 on a vector bundle 6 is 
the dual short exact sequence 
(4) O--- .- (Pf t)!| .-iU t«| -Jk. (KJ)lt^| ̂  O 
where "Ju is the inclusion map induced by k , and 
f̂  "tfiic4,w.fc d(P^t). The Dombrovski map of the connection f is 
(5) K7 ± od^ 9*t •O'I : 4T«l — * fe 
The covariant derivative 7 associated to 0 is 
(6) 7(u;crU iK^'Tv) 
A c o n n e c t i o n i s u n i q u e l y determined by i t s Dombrovski map. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. The bundle homomorphism K * ^ " ^ ! — r 6 i s t n e 
Dombrovski map of some connec t ion f1 i f f 
(7) I f o - a d ^ . T j 
where Tv — u~* . 
Proof. Suppose that K is the Dombrovski map of a con-
nection (4) . Then Kjvk-(Ofll| rVfc
 otr^jVt ~ Odj HT| • (̂ j)ĵ  - Otdj PTJ O ^ 
because of Ujo^» ^(PT|\U r
 a n d "3*%^ a V§ 
Conversely, suppose that the bundle homomorphism K*£ttt~*i 
satisfies the condition (7). Now Ke</K*-KevUfc because tadv P*| 
is a bijection on the fibres. Moreover K (V£)*- (adt^oifl )(y|) -=» 
(ool| *KtHC^|ll|i- t / thus VJ © tfev i7j *»1T4U therefore we 
can write every fceti*! in the form ?-» x +f , where x*l/.| and 
<JeK*rt>j- »*tv K . Now, (7|U)- (̂ (ri + o «(^|iV|)t*W Hj («0 , which 
has already been given. Thus UW*) is given if we know K** K • 
On the other hand Ok uniquely determines the connection (4) . 
Let J* be a vector-subbundle of | . We say that the con-
nection P is invariant on the subbundle I4 / if 
V(0ier)e-Veti* for every Oe*tcKb*$ and for every G* e-*et|4 , 
i . e . i f (K-/«>TeiCtr)ejt4 . This i s e q u i v a l e n t w i th t h e p r o p e r t y 
[Kl **) [O) e «fc4 for every 1? ettrl\ i 6 « <T \A m 
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Let 4 : t —r$* be an isomorphism between the bundles £ and V 
Now a connection p on t induces a connection f1 on i4 by the 
Dombrovski map K?4 £* oC • K-/° [&<C ) 
We denote ~fwi lit by Hfc . H| uniquely determines the con-
nection (4). The map Pj is a surjection /on the fibres/, and its 
kernel consists of the fibres of V£ . Thus P| is a bijection on 
H| , and there exists the inverse of Pfcjm • Denote this inverse of 
AiWl by Ut •
 T n e m aP 3| i s a n injection /on the fibres/ and 
its image is VJ . We know that K t(Pf|)^| —-*> \f% is a canonical 
isomorphism, and the inverse of L is denoted by ft 
3. Whitney sums and Whitney decompositions of a connection. Let 
I g° [rt^^i) be vector bundles, satisfying (3) , thus £ the 
Whitney sum of f° . Let a connection P be given on \** : 
(8) 0 , (prjvjl y J^ XH r ^ {*"rt
lVb* ITS -• o 
and let K ^ be the Dombrovski map of t* . Then we can give a 
connection f1 on the vector bundle I with the aid of f1 and (3) . 
The simplest way of giving this connection is using its Dombrovski 
map, defined by 
(9) K7 * L
1OKVA o df>* + to tf^o df 
With the help of Proposition 1. we can easily see that K-f is in 
fact a Dombrovski map of some connection f1 on £ Moreover, if 
P and P*" are linear then P too is so. This connection is the 
Whitney sum of f1 and f1* by (3) . Conversely, let P be a con-
nection on the above vector bundle \ . Then two new connections 
f1 and P can be given on the vector bundles |4 and \L with 
the aid of (3) . These connections are given by their Dombrovski 
maps K̂ 4 and Kqt. : 
(10) K ^ - f* l^*dC 
f1 are called the Whitney decomposition of the connection P by 
[3) on the vector bundle Jf* . If f1 is linear, then P*4 and P* 
are linear, too. 
We say that a connection f1 on | is invariant by (3) if 
the Whitney sum by (3) of the Whitney decompositions of P by (3) 
is P again. 
Proposition 2. A connection P on the Whitney sum $ of 
$A and \L according to (3) is invariant by (3) iff P is 
invariant on the bundles *Ju% \? [AJ*At). 
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Proof. For the necessity we get the following equation 
according to the formulas (9) and (lo) : 
(ll) Kv - U
k»f>*)o KiodW'p4) + USpi.UK.,. d(i**p*) 
Multiplying by p^ and arranging our formulas we get the following 
equation: 
Thus for all ITettrlt and for all 0*6 Aec?* tfc V,^od& frKfvp^^t* 
and so f* is invariant on *Ju* t* . Similarly f1 is invariant on 
UUK c4 / too. 
The sufficiency means that 
tlt*»P^Kvodrfoolp
4+tcop*.^©d(**dfM» de1 l«^6 {f 
for fir* Ace*?*, i" if (Kfode)l*)e\? . But this is trivial. 
§2. Finsler connections and vertical invariant connections 
1. A linear connection in the vector bundle (PTfTs)'1?B or 
in VV§ is called a Finsler connection over the manifold B , or 
on the bundle <CB • Let a connection P 
, x Q«—„ (priTBiks ^?^ ir«tT8 *-%£-U (fMrc)ltc -« ,- o 
1 Sere Has 
be given in the vector bundle tT<5 . Since 'f C is a vector bundle 
| we can apply the results of §1. So according to section 1.1 and 
formula (l) , feB performs an isomorphism (PTCBj'CB -—*r vfre 
and given a Finsler connection f1^ in fJWXZ^Kft ft"8 induces a 
connection P in VtTlS according to section 1.2. Similarly ^^g 
transplants the connection fV. in (P/f/Zz)'t& into a connection 
z 
P in A.CS /see section 1.2./. Then we can form the Whitney sum 
^ of Pfs with itself by (12) . This yields the same as the 
classical Whitney sum of P ^nd . P , in f-tU'f--? for <£bttf(Z-=* 
l/CStf k£t3 . This P is induced by P? and P , and is called the 
extension of the Finsler connection p with the aid of P . The 
connection f1 determined in this way is obiously invariant on l/tf'G 
and fctlS . 
Now we wish to investigate the converse problem: Is every 
vertical invariant linear connection P in V-UKR an extension of 
a Finsler connection fj, with the aid of an appropriate P ? The 
answer is negative. We will determine the conditions for the 
positive answer, and this will show that in cases when these 
conditions are not fulfiled, -*1 is no extension of fy by a P . 
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2^ A linear connection in Kkl C(3 is called a vertical 
invariant connection- if it is invariant on the subbundle VtQ. It 
is clear that every Finsler connection in VCS can be extended in 
many ways to a vertical invariant connection in VHCZ . The 
simplest example of such an extension was given in the previous 
paragraph. 
From this point on we will compute locally. Let (JC\ J*)i i-» f* 
be the natural local coordinate system in tT8 , determined by a 
local coordinate system t*c) of 8 . Then ( 3>f* .&.) is at (**̂) a 
local base of the fibre of f-fcCCB / and (̂ sc) is the canonical 
base of V*CG at the same point. Be fi*s» r ^ _5-. then (e,j) i s 
a base in the fibres of the bundle (P^t?8)^ t B . 
The covariant derivative, associated to ("J- is 
(13^ dL^J^VA 
since f)s is invariant on VCB . Here 2 « X if 4-* oC £ H and 
Z-« /""K if 1,̂ 44 £e( £i.v\ . Thus Greek indices run from A to in , 
Latin indices run from 4 to la , and the summation convention is 
also applied. 
Now we are going to express in the local bases (/£ic THW) t n e 
covariant derivatives V j?j.c and y ^3C associated to a connection 
P which is an extension of a Finsler connection P in VtT Q 
with the aid of an arbitrary P , P being the transplant by u^g 
of an arbitrary Finsler connection fj-. in (PrM)*4T8 • 
K J -a £#.-»• l̂ft • f^i^C- /see section 1.2/. Thus p is the 
Whitney sum of Pp with itself by (12) . It is clear that -fcUU 
construction yields all thos^r vertical invariant connections 
which are extensions in the above sense. Then a comparison of 
v 4-f and V -jhi. with (l3) yields the sought for our conditions. 
First we study the maps of the dual short exact sequences (12) . By 
the definitions /page 3 and (l) / 
(15) Іfß («Ï.- J*< (c-Лu) 
Similarly we have 
(iвì 
flя(^-в 
slnce the kernel of Ąřß consists of the f ibers of VЛCґß . /page 4- / 
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Assume now t h a t ^ Uc)"^ S?7ajcy ~~^L Qi* w i th some f u n c t i o n s 
J* and FlI . We know t h a t fa o t C e - C^rCZ)lt3
 s o 
There fo re Sc 3 cf.T • Thus 
(17) JI-M to. - «?| - i c - f i c ^ 
Now, as we know i . ^ . t%c =. icl<r«CB - t e e ° ^ S '
 a n d 
"3m ( ^CM-CS - Wa°P<ro) - "J*" ( ^ W ^ e ] - v C 8 
As we have s e e n , ^eiv-C8^ t^<8 * "^8 a n d s o 
^ • riB°^cd^**'C8~*«80P«8) = '1'i.B0(,y'er«te--.ci3*p«l. 
Finally, in wiew of (16) and (17) we obtain 
~%a (|K«) - r^8 a( " W e - A « • filre](4.. - fl« *« 
««(f,a - «t 
Let the covariant derivative 9p associated to Cf be locally: 
(18) % (tc) =- (jj d***,. 
Now, according to (6) , our constructions of F1 , and (9) we obtain 
V |ic * K$ - d l ^ a - Cttreoî .dUfeB + i t^o-V *<*».<*(&«.-
l*tB ° ?F ° ^ 6 + W 7? * P<?B] ( ^ i ) 
Using (16) , (17) , 0.8") and (15) we ge t 
$(£.) * ( W ^ K ^ + (Wfr.(«..«i<*(tf qiaal-+ | | d A ) + 
(isft 
Similarly we have 
(20) (f^ - ( I C B ° V « % B + * « - V % B ) £ , . - a T d * ^ 
Thus v is determined by "Q^ and r>l 
If P is an extension in the considered sense, then 0 and 
?* must be equal for certain Jj. and f>£ . Thus from (13) , (19) 
and (?o) we obtain 
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<&-Gľ 
H*. - lìflł + Ф PÍ - fľя* 
< & - G? 
Denoting in parenthesis the quantities locally determining a con­
nection we get the 
Theorem: A vertical invariant connection P(GZ* HJ» CT*\ 
is locally the extension of a Finsler connection fm(cF) with the 
aid of a connection P(flt) iff Q^\. and cT» coincide; Ci-*cJr» 
and the partial differential equation system 
(21) H S - ^ + «!(&-•<&£ 
is integrable. 
• We note that if a connection p is an extension of a /J 
with the aid of P , this fact is independent of the local coor-
dinate system used. Thus, if (21} is integrable in a set of local 
coordinate systems covering *£Q , then also globally is an 
extension, but the differentiability of P is not yet answered. 
However if P /i.e. the solution of (21) / is unique, then P is 
a global extension in our sense. 
3. The integrability of (21) . 
In a linear connection on a manifold M 
for any tensor field flp . it is well known / (4) pp. 124-127/ that 
(22) * % vfl r£ - *pff flj - *„f% - z <£ % rtj 
where R and S are the curvature an torsion tensor of the con-
nection. 
Let us define the following connection: 
(23) *;.fe-* . * ? # - * & 
Finally let B* be given by the definition 
(24 si -«f # " **" and <3 i t t 
^ I O in other cases. 
Now in view of (24) , (23) and (l3) the studied partial 
equation system (2li can be written in the form 
f-a W)< 8 J - HJI 
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it 
where Hdi are the coefficients appearing in our theorem, while 
the other coefficients of H?l are zeros 
The integrability condition of (25) is 
This is equivalent with the condition 
WW fo*a B? - WJw >& 
So, by (22) we get the condition 
for the integrability of (2l) . (26) is an ordinary equation system 
at every 3* for the unknowns 6^ - If (26) has a solution for 
rj£ satisfying (24) , then our system (2l) is also integrable. 
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